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Synthesis and photophysical characterization of a
pH-sensitive quadracyclic uridine (qU) analogue
Hoang-Ngoan Le+,[a, b] Jagannath Kuchlyan+,[a] Tom Baladi,[b] Bo Albinsson,[a]

Anders Dahlén,*[b] and L. Marcus Wilhelmsson*[a]

Fluorescent base analogues (FBAs) have become useful tools for
applications in biophysical chemistry, chemical biology, live-cell
imaging, and RNA therapeutics. Herein, two synthetic routes
towards a novel FBA of uracil named qU (quadracyclic uracil/
uridine) are described. The qU nucleobase bears a tetracyclic
fused ring system and is designed to allow for specific Watson-
Crick base pairing with adenine. We find that qU absorbs light
in the visible region of the spectrum and emits brightly with a
quantum yield of 27% and a dual-band character in a wide pH
range. With evidence, among other things, from fluorescence

lifetime measurements we suggest that this dual emission
feature results from an excited-state proton transfer (ESPT)
process. Furthermore, we find that both absorption and
emission of qU are highly sensitive to pH. The high brightness
in combination with excitation in the visible and pH responsive-
ness makes qU an interesting native-like nucleic acid label in
spectroscopy and microscopy applications in, for example, the
field of mRNA and antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) therapeu-
tics.

Introduction

Current developments in the field of RNA-based therapeutics
including the mRNA vaccine against SARS-CoV-2 have attracted
great attention and the groundbreaking work regarding the
discoveries concerning the role and need of nucleoside base
modifications in mRNA therapeutics by Karikó and Weissman
was recently awarded the 2023 Nobel Prize in Physiology and
Medicine. Moreover, studies on endosomal escape and cellular
trafficking pathways of these exogeneous nucleic acid mole-
cules are of fundamental interest and importance.[1] Such
studies often utilize fluorescence as the readout and for this the
nucleic acid of interest is generally labeled with external dyes
such as cyanine dyes using SPAAC chemistry. This makes the
trafficking of these large biomolecules visible under a
fluorescence microscope even at very low concentrations.[2] An
alternative approach, that has been used quite successfully by
us and others, is instead to employ fluorescent base analogues
(FBAs) as labels.[3] FBAs are structure-mimicking emissive

analogues of the canonical DNA and RNA nucleobases that
completely or to a large extent preserve their chemical and
biological properties, such as base pairing, stacking, and protein
recognition. These modified nucleoside bases are significantly
smaller compared to, for example, cyanine dyes[4] and are
typically uncharged. However, FBAs are commonly absorbing in
the UV region with a considerably lower brightness compared
to cyanine and similar dyes. Hence, a large effort is being made
in the field to develop novel FBA which mimic their correspond-
ing natural nucleobase at the same time as they have a more
red-shifted absorption profile and increased brightness.

FBAs have become useful tools not only for understanding
nucleic acid structure, dynamics, and protein interactions but
also for nucleic acid imaging and biomedical applications.[5] 2-
aminopurine (2AP; absorption maximum (λmax) 303 nm, Fig-
ure 1), an adenine analogue reported by Stryer et al. in 1969, is
the most used so far with a wide range of applications in
nucleic acids research.[6] However, 2AP has lower base-pairing
specificity compared to adenine which makes it less suited for,
for example, fluorescence anisotropy and Förster resonance
energy transfer (FRET) techniques.[5c,7] More recent develop-
ments of highly emissive analogues such as 8vG (λmax 277 nm),[8]

8vA (λmax 290 nm),[9] and the isomorphic RNA alphabet have
expanded the applicability of FBAs in nucleic acids studies.[10]

Among them, thG (λmax 321 nm) represents an excellent
guanosine mimic with a high quantum yield (QY) when
incorporated into different DNA and RNA oligonucleotides.[11]

As an excellent FBA, thG has found several applications such as
in monitoring DNA conformational changes,[12] base flipping,[11b]

DNA-protein interaction,[13] and cellular activity of siRNA.[14] The
tricyclic cytosine family (tC, tC°),[15] the quadracyclic adenosine
family (e.g. qAN1, qAN4, 2CNqA)[16] and pentacyclic adenosine
(pA)[17] with more red-shifted absorption maxima (350–387 nm)
and improved brightness inside nucleic acid sequences (true for
tC, tC°, 2CNqA and pA) have found interesting applications in
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sensing nucleic acids structure and in cellular imaging.[3a]

Recently, tC, tC°, 2CNqA, and pA were utilized to label antisense
oligonucleotide (ASO) gapmers with encouraging results.[3a]

Moreover, tC° has recently shown great potential as a minimally
perturbing label for therapeutic mRNA uptake studies in living
cells as demonstrated by the in-cell translation of tC°-labeled
mRNA into a functional protein.[3b] Also, other fluorescent base
analogues have recently been reported to be read by natural
enzymes,[18] where the application for metabolic fluorescence
labelling reported by Kleiner et al. is a prominent example.[19]

In the last few decades, significant efforts have also led to a
number of thymine or uracil FBAs.[20] For example, furan-
modified uracil (FU, λmax 316 nm) and thiophene-modified uracil
(TU, λmax 314 nm) are FBAs with environment sensitivity and
that can be incorporated into DNA and RNA oligonucleotides
without affecting the native structures.[21] FU has found
interesting applications in probing the polarity of the micro-
environment of nucleic acid helix grooves as well as mismatch
detection. The same FBA also showed remarkable fidelity in
enzymatic incorporation.[22] A similar approach has led to the
development of a family of 5-modified thymine analogues.[23]

Among them, the benzofuran-modified uracil (BFU) represents
an excellent real-time reporter of enzymatic activity of DNA
polymerase by following its incorporation into DNA.[23a] Re-
cently, single and dual emissive analogues of thymine were
developed for FRET application, sensing DNA hydration and
conformation.[24] These FBAs (TCU, FCU) demonstrate excellent
absorptivity in the visible region (ca. 40.000 cm� 1M� 1) with
moderate QYs in water. When incorporated into DNA, these
FBAs showed only a slight decrease in melting temperature
with an excellent ratio-metric response; however, they showed

fairly low and sequence-dependent QYs.[24a,b] More recently, an
extremely bright thymine analogue (ABN) for single molecule
detection of DNA was reported.[25] ABN has excellent brightness
and absorption in the visible region. However, ABN introduced
a significant destabilization for certain duplex sequences (ΔTm
as low as � 14 °C for short oligonucleotides) and low base-
pairing selectivity. Moreover, those bright FBAs displaying
absorption in the visible region of the spectrum (TCU, FCU,
ABN) have so far only been developed for labelling of DNA
oligonucleotides. Hence, further development toward bright,
red-shifted, FBAs which faithfully mimic uracil for RNA labelling
is needed. Combining these characteristics with pH sensitivity
that can help probe the local environment of the therapeutic
nucleic acid upon uptake and trafficking inside the cell would
be highly valuable.

Herein, we report the synthesis and photophysical charac-
terization of a new FBA – quadracyclic uracil (qU, Figure 2). qU
was designed to form a Watson-Crick base pair with adenine by
keeping the hydrogen-bond capacity and, hence, to have a
minimal effect on RNA structure and dynamics upon U to qU
exchanges. We report on and discuss different synthetic routes
towards the qU nucleobase and ribonucleoside. In our photo-
physical characterization of qU we found evidence of an
equilibrium between two tautomeric forms being present in
aqueous solution at ambient temperature – an iminol and an
amide form and found that qU has absorption in the visible
region and a high brightness. We also found that qU has two
distinct emission bands, in part associated with the tautomers
mentioned above, having a maximum at 440 nm and 530 nm,
respectively. Interestingly, qU has pH-sensitive absorption and
emission profiles as well as lifetimes which may prove useful for
probing pH of various environments in live-cell imaging.

Results and Discussion

Retrosynthetic analysis

Design and retrosynthetic analysis of qU analogue led to two
possible synthetic routes (Figure 2). In theory, qU can be
obtained from the corresponding chloro derivative 4 in route
(a), which can be disconnected further at the C� C bond on ring
C leading to easily accessible intermediates 2a–e. Compounds
2a–e can then be synthesized through SNAr reaction between
the isoquinoline derivative 1 and appropriate phenols. Alter-
natively, qU can also be disconnected according to route (b),
where the C� O bond on ring C is cut. The synthetic route was

Figure 1. Structures and wavelength of absorption maxima of a selection of
well characterized FBAs. R denotes the nucleic acid sugar which is ribose or
2’-deoxyribose. Absorption maxima reported are measured in aqueous
solution.

Figure 2. Design and retrosynthetic analysis of qU nucleobase.
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inspired by a procedure developed by Wang et al., for the
synthesis of isoquinoline-1,3-diones from dinitriles.[26] We envi-
sioned that the last step (ring C formation) of this synthetic
route is a key step and could be challenging. Therefore, route
(a) was first pursued due to fewer required steps for this option.

Synthesis of the qU nucleobase

Initially, the qU FBA was synthesized via a 4-step procedure
(Figure 3a) starting from 1,3-dichloroisoquinoline (1). An SNAr
reaction between compound 1 and 2-aminophenol provided
amine 2a with excellent regioselectivity and chemoselectivity,
confirmed by NMR. This is in line with literature precedence of
haloselectivity on the isoquinoline ring, in which position 1
reacts much faster than position 3 (Figure 2).[27] Next, the
tetracyclic fused heterocycle 4 was obtained through a 2-step,
1-pot process involving diazotization and copper-catalyzed
intramolecular cyclization, known as a Pschorr reaction.[28] The
conversion of amine 2 to the corresponding diazonium salt 3
was straightforward with above 95% conversion. Meanwhile,
the Pschorr reaction was not very efficient affording mainly
deaza compound as the main product and only 10% of the
desired product 4. Therefore, this was a bottleneck of the
overall route in terms of scalability and yield (10%, 2 steps). In
the last step, qU was obtained from compound 4 by replace-
ment of the chloro functionality at position 3 with a hydroxyl
group followed by a keto-enol tautomerization. It is noteworthy
to mention that qU can have two main tautomeric forms
(Figure S2), which is similar to several other FBAs.[25,29] An
attempt to employ an SNAr reaction (using NaOH or KOH in
DMSO) was unsuccessful. The second approach using Pd2dba3
catalyst and Me4tButylXPhos ligand (developed by Buchwald
et al.)[30] proved successful and provided the product but in a
low yield (11%). Overall, a limited amount but enough material
with high purity was obtained for a preliminary photophysical

characterization (data not shown) that motivated us to push
towards the development of the qU nucleoside.

Several synthetic routes were investigated during the
optimization of the qU nucleobase (Figure S3). Those routes
relied on intramolecular C� C bond formation (Figure 2–route
(a)) catalyzed by FeCl3,

[31] Pd-catalyst,[32] or Cu[28] without
favorable outcome. Indeed, route (a) disconnection suffered
from base–labile C1� O bonds forming after the first SNAr
reactions and inefficient C� C bond formation during the ring-
closure step. The C1� O bond’s instability can be explained by
the fact that strong nucleophilic bases (such as KOH and NaOH)
can attack at the C1 position on the isoquinoline ring in an SNAr
fashion. The SNAr reaction is favored due to the highly
nucleophilic nature at the C1 position and the formation of
phenolate product as a good leaving group. Hence, route (a)
disconnection was not favored at the latter stage of our project.

Utilizing the retrosynthetic route set out in Figure 2–route
(b), compound 8 was synthesized from 6 via a 2-step procedure
(Figure 3b) developed by Wang et al.[26] Herein, we modified the
workup procedures so that no column chromatography was
required. Compound 7 was purified by precipitation from
acetone/water and compound 8 was isolated simply by precip-
itation from water. Moreover, higher yields were obtained for
both reactions.

From dinitrile 8, treatment with conc. HCl to form 9[26]

followed by Suzuki cross-coupling to obtain intermediate 10
and C� O bond formation led to the desired product qU. This
procedure requires three more synthetic steps where we
envisioned that the last step may have similar reaction
conditions as the first one. Hence, by slightly modifying the
order of reactions, we could reduce the number of steps
required for this synthetic route. Indeed, Suzuki cross coupling
between dinitrile 8 and (2-hydroxyphenyl)boronic acid was
straightforward and high-yielding. After all the volatiles had
been removed, the crude reaction mixture was treated with
conc. HCl to provide the desired product qU. Interestingly,
starting with only ring B on dinitrile 8, ring D could be
introduced by Suzuki cross coupling and then spontaneously
forming ring C and ring A in the same pot. Moreover, qU was
isolated from the reaction mixture by precipitation from water
with 98% yield over 2 steps. The product isolated by this
method was around 80–85% LC/MS purity, which could be
used directly for the next glycosylation step. In fact, qU has
limited solubility in common solvents which disfavored its
purification by column chromatography. A small amount of
product was recrystallized from DMSO/water and then DMSO/
heptane for NMR characterization.

Synthesis of the qU ribonucleoside

With a significant amount of the qU nucleobase at hand, we
explored the chemistry further (Figure 3c) to synthesize the
ribonucleoside version of qU (12). Compound 11 was synthe-
sized from qU (5) through an acid catalyzed Friedel-Crafts
reaction. The reaction likely happens through a Fries-type
rearrangement[33] in which the sugar part is first connected to

Figure 3. Synthesis of the qU nucleobase (a) and (b) and qU ribonucleoside
(c).
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the oxygen at position 3 of the isoquinoline ring and then
rearranged to form the C-glycosylation product. Both the α- and
β-anomers were formed with a β/α ratio of ca. 2.5 as estimated
by LC/MS. These diastereoisomers eluted closely on TLC and
were difficult to separate using normal-phase column chroma-
tography. Therefore, a mixture of both anomers was carried
over to the next step, in which the acetyl groups were removed
under a catalytic amount of NaOMe in MeOH to provide the
desired qU ribonucleoside 12. Selective NOESY at 5.43 ppm
(corresponding to H-1’) was used to confirm the stereochemis-
try at position 1’ on the ribose sugar. Indeed, H-1’, H-4’
correlation indicated that the isolated compound had the
desired β conformation. To our surprise, 13 C-NMR spectral
analysis of compound 12 showed that the iminol form (Fig-
ure S2) is dominant in DMSO-d6. The product of this step was
isolated in low yield mainly due to purification difficulties in
separating the two diastereoisomers and of low solubility of the
qU nucleoside product. However, the overall yield of the
synthesis provided us with ample qU ribonucleoside for a
detailed photophysical characterization.

Photophysical characterization of the qU ribonucleoside

Next, we performed a photophysical characterization of the qU
ribonucleoside. As mentioned, the NMR characterization after
synthesis of the target compound suggested that qU exists
predominantly in its iminol tautomeric form (see Figure 7
below), i. e. with the hydrogen residing on the carbonyl oxygen
rather than on the nitrogen (amide form; see Figure 7 and
Figure S2). In our photophysical analysis presented here we find
evidence of the same. First, qU was investigated for its
photophysical properties in aqueous solution at varying pH
(pH 3 to 12). At pH 7 qU has an absorption spectrum with a
maximum at 380 nm with a molar absorptivity of 9600 M� 1 cm� 1

(Figure 4). As pH was changed, the absorption of qU showed
significant variation in spectral features (Figure 4). The absorp-
tion maximum appears at 380 nm at acidic as well as neutral pH
(pH 3, pH 5, and pH 7) with a longer wavelength shoulder at
around 450 nm. At higher pH (8–12) qU undergoes an
absorption maximum red shift which shows the strong
influence on the absorption by pH. From the spectra in Figure 4
it is also evident that the shoulder at around 450 nm, which is
present at acidic and neutral pH, disappears under basic
conditions. We have performed experiments at other qU
concentrations where we see no significant changes (data not
shown) from the spectra reported here which rules out the
possibility of a considerable stacking between qU monomers in
solution. The spectra show features that are close to being
isosbestic points, for example, around 450 and slightly above
400 nm. The lack of perfect isosbestic points in this pH titration
strongly suggests the existence of three rather than two
species, namely the amide, iminol, and deprotonated anionic
form of qU (Figure 7). It has been established in previous
studies that the amide form of chromophores with structure
features like qU generally absorbs at longer wavelength than
the corresponding iminol form.[34] Moreover, we have per-

formed quantum chemical calculations showing the same
trend. The lowest lying absorption peak of the amide form is
predicted at approximately 70 nm longer wavelengths than the
corresponding iminol (see Supporting information 4). Hence,
the presence of a small 450 nm peak and a stronger 380 nm
peak at acidic and neutral pH suggests that qU under those
conditions exists in equilibrium between its amide and iminol
forms with the iminol as the dominating one. At basic pH (10–
12; pH 11 omitted in Figure 4 to avoid a too busy graph) qU is
deprotonated resulting in disappearance of the iminol and
amide peaks mentioned above and instead an absorption peak
at 408 nm originating from the anionic iminol species (Figure 7).
We also note that there is no evidence of this peak below pH 5
(Figure 4) meaning, as expected, that the anionic form is not
present under mildly acidic conditions. From previous literature
on similar chromophores, we suggest that the deprotonation of
the qU nucleoside leads to the negative charge being localized
to the oxygen of the iminol form of qU.[34b,35] For determination
of pKa we used the shoulder of the absorption peak at 397 nm
present at low pH and the 408 nm peak originating from the
anionic iminol form at higher pH. From this absorption titration
we have calculated the pKa of the qU nucleoside to be ~8.8
(Figure 4).[34a] We also measured the excitation spectra of qU at

Figure 4. (Top) The absorption spectra of qU nucleoside at various pHs
(pH 3, black; pH 5, red; pH 7, blue; pH 8, green; pH 8.5, violet; pH 9, dark
yellow; pH 10, cyan; pH 12, wine). (Bottom) Correlating absorption wave-
length to pH shows one major transition with inflection point. The
experimental points (black disks) were fitted (red curve) to estimate pKa.
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various pHs monitored at the emission peak at 530 nm (see
details of the emission features below) and they show similar
features as the normal absorption spectra (Figure S4). As a final
investigation of the absorptive properties of qU, we performed
measurements in a series of less polar solvents. In all of these
(DMSO, ethanol, methanol, dioxane, and acetonitrile) the peak
at 450 nm, which is present in aqueous solution, is lacking
(Figure S5). In the quantum chemical calculations of the iminol
and amide form of qU the energy difference between the
amide and iminol is significantly higher in less polar solvent
compared to in water (see Supporting information Table S1).
This would further push the balance towards the iminol form,
again strongly suggesting that the 450 nm peak belongs to the
amide tautomeric form of qU. It is worth noting that for correct
base pairing with A, qU needs to be in its amide form. Whereas
we have found that the iminol form is the dominant one as a
monomer in aqueous solution it is not unlikely in RNA
sequences that the presence of an A in the opposite strand will
push the equilibrium towards more of the amide form resulting
in correct base pairing with A. In previous studies of our tricyclic
cytosines, tC and tC°, we have found that depending on which
nucleobase is presented in the pairing position to the C-
analogues they can exist in both tautomeric forms under
otherwise similar conditions.[36] Future studies from our lab
involving measurements of qU inside RNA-sequences will unveil
these aspects further.

The fluorescence spectra of the qU nucleoside also exhibit
significant pH dependence (Figure 5). The emission spectrum of

qU at neutral pH has a distinct dual-band character with one
peak centered around 440 nm and the other one around
530 nm (Figure 5). These bands are also pronounced in acidic
pH and to some extent present also at slightly basic solutions
(up to pH 9; Figure 5). With increasing pH (3 to 9) the intensity
of the band centered around 440 nm decreases. This is also true
for the 530 nm band which on the other hand gets increasingly
dominating overall in the emission spectrum, i. e. its contribu-
tion to the overall qU emission/QY increases with pH. At high
pHs, where the anionic form of qU dominates, the 530 nm band
is dominating or occurs as a single band. From measurements
that we performed in different organic solvents such as
methanol, ethanol, DMSO, dioxane, and acetonitrile the qU
chromophore seems to be essentially insensitive to the solvent
polarity (Figure S5). No change of the emission peak maximum
was observed except for a slight (4 nm) redshift in DMSO. Also,
it is worth noting that the broad long-wavelength peak at
530 nm is completely absent in the various organic solvents
used in the investigation (Figure S5). Moreover, it is interesting
to note that the 530 nm band is present even at acidic pHs
where the anionic ground state form is not present (Figure 4).
Below we provide evidence indicating that the emission
originating from both the amide and anionic species exhibit
closely aligned spectral features and a maximum around
530 nm. From the absorption titration above we concluded that
the amide form of qU is present as a minor species at neutral
and acidic pH. By exciting in the region where the amide is the
solitary contribution to absorption at these pH conditions
(450 nm and above) we get an emission that has a peak at
around 530 nm (Figure S6). Hence, we suggest that the 530 nm
peak of the dual emission band character that we observe here
for qU in aqueous solutions under non-basic conditions is at
least partly related to emission from the amide form (Figure 7).
Moreover, as will be more obvious from the time-resolved
experiments below, we suggest that an excited state proton
transfer (ESPT) process, which is a fundamental reaction in
chemistry and biology[24c,37] also contributes to the 530 nm band
at neutral and acidic pH.

ESPT has previously been reported for many chromophores/
fluorophores and occurs by a photoexcited neutral form of a
molecule undergoing proton transfer in the excited state to
generate a tautomer and/or ionic form, resulting in a dual
fluorescence band (Figure 5).[24c,38] In our case the qU nucleoside
shows dual bands between pH 3 and 9 not only as an effect the
main iminol band at 440 nm and amide band at 530 nm but
also as an effect of the neutral, uncharged iminol form
undergoing proton transfer to the solvent in the excited state
to form the corresponding excited state anionic species. The
emission from the anionic form contributes to the red-shifted
emission peak at around 530 nm that is also found, but as a
single peak, at high pHs in which the excited state anionic
species is formed without ESPT. It is worth noting that qU does
not show evidence of ESPT or the amide form in less polar/
protic solvents (methanol, ethanol, DMSO, dioxane, acetonitrile;
Supporting information Figure S5) since no broad emission
peak at longer wavelength (530 nm) occurs under those
conditions. This is not unexpected since it has been found

Figure 5. (Top) Emission spectra of qU recorded at different pH (pH 3, black;
pH 5, red; pH 7, blue; pH 8, green; pH 8.5, violet; pH 9, dark yellow; pH 10,
cyan; pH 12, wine), (bottom) Emission QY vs pH plot.
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previously that water plays a vital and unique role for proton
transfer processes where it has an active role in deprotonation,
stabilization of the ion pair formed after proton transfer, and
transport mechanism of the protons.[37]

As an effect of this existence of different emissive species,
the quantum yield (QY) of qU varies with pH (Figure 5). The QY
of qU at neutral and acidic pH is 0.27�0.02 (resulting in a
brightness, ɛ×Φf, of approximately 2600 M� 1 cm� 1, which is
higher than the previously reported and promising U-analogues
thU, 1300 M� 1 cm� 1,[10] and TPAU, 2200 M� 1 cm� 1)[39] and de-
creases rapidly between pH 7 and 9 where the emissive species
that give rise to the 440 nm band vanishes fast. At high pH
where only the 530 nm-band species is present the QY was
measured to 0.12 (Figure 5). This band and emission QY
originate from the anionic species suggested in Figure 7.

To further investigate the nature of the different species of
the qU nucleoside in the excited state and give more conclusive
evidence of the ESPT reaction we performed fluorescence
lifetime measurements. In a time-correlated single-photon
counting (TCSPC) study, we monitored the emission band
centered at 440 nm and the red-shifted band at 530 nm,
respectively. The lifetime data from monitoring at 440 and
530 nm are shown in Table 1 and 2, respectively, and the
corresponding fluorescence decay curves are depicted in
Figure 6. We found that the time-resolved decays are best fitted
with a triexponential function when monitored at 440 nm and a
biexponential ditto at 530 nm. When we monitored the blue-
shifted band a fast time component (~540–650 ps) was
observed as the major contribution (the pre-exponential factor
of τ1, a1, is larger than a2 and a3). The other two-time
components (τ2=2.71–3.02 ns and τ3=5.11–6.22 ns, respec-
tively) contribute to an almost equal amount (a2 and a3 are all
between 20 and 23%). The three lifetimes needed to fit the
440 nm decays are difficult to assign to single species. However,
having ESPT reactions that in principle could be in equilibrium
would give contributions to the decays from both the iminol
proton donor and the two possible products. Hence, a possible
assignment would be that the fast decay (~600 ps) is from the
iminol proton donor and the two nanosecond decays from the
anionic and tautomer amide forms. When instead monitoring
the red-shifted band at 530 nm we observed a negative
amplitude (15–26%) with a fast time component (~480–650 ps)
similar to the fast decay component at 440 nm. This rise-time
component is only present in samples between pH 3 and 8
where the amount of the anionic form in ground state
(Figure 7) is negligible and the ESPT processes discussed above
can be expected to occur. We found that the percentage of the

rise component is between 23 and 26% for pH 3–7 decreasing
to 15% for pH 8. For these low and neutral pHs we observed a
single, slow decay time component of slightly above 5 ns (5.10–
5.31 ns) with an amplitude varying between 74 and 84%. On
the contrary, at the basic pHs monitored in the study (10 and
12) two time components of 4.75–5.34 ns with an amplitude of
approximately 80% and 6.98–8.39 ns with an amplitude of
approximately 20% were observed. Under these conditions
there was no sign of a rise-time component.

Table 1. Time-resolved data of qU at different pH monitored at 440 nm.

τ1 /ns a1 τ2 /ns a2 τ3 /ns a3 < τ> /ns

pH 3 0.65 0.56 2.81 0.20 5.51 0.23 2.24

pH 5 0.54 0.55 2.71 0.22 5.11 0.22 2.04

pH 7 0.65 0.56 3.02 0.20 6.22 0.23 2.44

pH 8 0.61 0.59 3.02 0.20 5.74 0.20 2.16

Table 2. Time-resolved data of qU at different pH monitored at 530 nm.

τ1
/ns

a1 τ2
/ns

a2 τ3
/ns

a3 < τ>
/ns

pH 3 0.65 � 0.26 5.08 0.74 3.92

pH 5 0.65 � 0.23 5.1 0.76 4.05

pH 7 0.53 � 0.23 5.33 0.77 4.24

pH 8 0.48 � 0.15 5.31 0.84 4.56

pH 10 4.75 0.80 6.98 0.20 5.19

pH 12 4.77 0.81 8.39 0.19 5.47

Figure 6. (Top) Fluorescence decays recorded at pH 3 (red) and 7 (blue).
Excitation and emission wavelengths were at 380 nm and 440 nm,
respectively. (Bottom) Fluorescence decays recorded at pH 3 (red), 7 (blue),
and 12 (green). Excitation and emission wavelengths were at 380 nm and
530 nm, respectively. Black lines are the IRF profile.
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Conclusions

Here we present and discuss two synthetic routes towards the
new ribonucleoside analogue qU. We have also in detail
photophysically characterized the qU ribonucleoside and found
it to be fluorescent with a quantum yield of 27% at neutral and
acidic pH. We report on a dual-band emission in the pH range 3
to 9 resulting from an ESPT reaction and that the dual-band
character varies significantly with pH. With its high brightness,
absorption in the visible region, and pH sensitivity, this new
fluorescent base analogue extends the toolbox of native-like
RNA labels. Ongoing investigations involve incorporation of qU
into RNA sequences and understanding its photophysics inside
RNAs. The detailed steady-state and time-resolved photophys-
ical characterization performed here paves the way, for
example, for future applications of this label in live-cell confocal
and fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) of RNA therapeutics
where qU’s pH sensitivity may be applied to probe the
microenvironment around the RNA.
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Herein, we present the synthesis and
detailed photophysical characteriza-
tion of qU – a novel fluorescent base
analogue of uridine. qU exhibits inter-
esting properties such as excitation in
the visible region with high bright-

ness, dual emission, pH sensitivity,
and an ESPT reaction. This work has
extended the toolbox of internal RNA
labels for future applications such as
fluorescence lifetime imaging.
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